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In a June 9 interview with Cuban news agency PRENSA LATINA in Lima, President Alan Garcia
discussed his perspective on national and regional prospects for economic independence and
development. First, Garcia summarized his administration's guiding principles as follows: "We
believe that in order to achieve democracy and economic justice in Peru,...it is necessary to re-define
our relations with the world. Our struggle is to achieve a society with greater independence from
foreign economic and political domination." This "ideological conviction," he said, explains "our
critical analysis of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), creditor banks and world capitalism."
According to Garcia, regional economic and political unity is necessary to overcome restrictions to
development experienced by Latin American nations in this world system. On the IMF's policies
and procedures, the president said: "We reject the Fund's recommendations in part, because it
treats all countries as equals. The rich and poor alike are subjected to the same economic orthodoxy,
as if their incredibly diverse economic and political histories are somehow irrelevant. In treating
unequals as equals, the Fund is only reinforcing and even deepening existing strengths and
weaknesses, inequalities among nations, the exploitation of the poor by the rich." Garcia continued
by declaring that the rich "since the time of the Romans" have always assumed their western
civilization was the only one, or at least the only one worthy of respect. "All other peoples were
perceived as barbarians, and thus, western countries decided they had to impose their civilization
on everyone else...Today this attitude is seen in the attempt by the world's rich capitalist nations to
impose their versions of liberal `free trade' economic theories from the neo-classical tradition on us
all, whether we like it or not." Such economic theories, and what they imply, according to Garcia,
are simply not viable for the world's developing nations. "They tell us our national economies
must be open to the entry of foreign goods to promote free trade, healthy competition between
domestic and foreign enterprises. At this stage in world history, however, this openness only leads
to the destruction of domestic industry. "We purchase lots of foreign goods, and our currencies
lose value because we run out of dollars. At this juncture, the wisdom of liberal economic theory
says we must raise interest rates at home to prevent people who have savings from purchasing
dollars...Meanwhile, since they argue domestic interest rates must accompany devaluation of the
national currency, domestic prices go up. "As price inflation takes off, then we are told we must
further devalue the national currency. Thus, many developing nations find themselves caught
up in a continual round of price inflation and currency devaluation. This whole process leads to
consumption cutbacks, and with it, declining or stagnant production...In recent years, all Latin
American have adopted elements of these liberal or monetarist theories, and consequently, are
bankrupt." According to President Garcia, his government opposes not only payment of the foreign
debt at the expense of national development, but also the prevailing economic orthodoxy which
"condemns us to a continual cycle of inflation, production stagnation, and underdevelopment." He
added, "We have a right to think for ourselves. Our current economic policy is a response to the
wrongheaded theories which guide the International Monetary Fund." Garcia said with a grin that
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his administration has treated the IMF no differently than any other creditor. "We simply said, `We
are not going to pay you either.'" In response to his view on progress toward regional economic
integration, Garcia quipped, "I think things are just fine because they are getting worse. We are
moving ahead [toward integration] because the debt and unemployment crises throughout Latin
America are forcing us to make similar decisions." Garcia continued by asserting that circumstances,
and not collusion, are producing the development of common positions among policymakers in
Latin America. He said, "Little by little, Latin American leaders are adopting similar policies, such
as suspending debt service payments, albeit in different forms, and the implemention of unorthodox
economic programs." For instance, he said, "Brazil announced in February it was suspending
interest payments to the banks. Now, similar actions are being threatened, considered, throughout
the continent. In Peru and elsewhere, we are imposing limits on debt payments, capital flight, and
other types of capital outflow. An awareness of our common history and problems is taking shape...
This type of historical awareness emerges in hard times, not in periods of relative abundance." On
regional experience with economic cooperation schemes, Garcia said: "Latin American integration
has gone through several interesting stages, such as the Andean Pact, the Latin American Economic
System [SELA], and bilateral economic cooperation agreements. All of these integration agreements,
however, have been too limited to achieve substantive, long- lasting gains for everyone involved.
"Latin America is not going to achieve economic integration because four industrialists somewhere
announce that `We are going to produce a bicycle wheel here and a handlebar in another country.'
"Genuine integration will occur when all of us find ourselves saying, `We have reached the limit
of bloodletting... We are not going to pay the debt. We agree to demand interest rates on the debt
in line with Latin America's payment capacity. We agree to demand as many years of grace on
principal payments and as many years to pay off entire loans as necessary. We agree not to permit
more than a certain percentage of our export earnings will leave Latin America.' "I believe in that
kind of integration and I think we are moving towards it." In response to a question about whether
qualitative changes are taking place in terms of resolving the debt problem, Garcia said the big US
banks are becoming aware of the fact that the debt is unpayable and will remain unpaid by poor
nations. "No matter how willing some political leaders of Third World nations may be, they simply
will not be able to make the payments." President Garcia is not concerned over the possibility that
recent moves by big bank creditors to build reserves for covering loan losses may signal a reduction
in new loans to nations in the region. "If Latin America was receiving financial resources in excess
of what we are exporting every year, the situation would be different. Then, I might be concerned.
However, the reality of the last eight to 10 years is that the region exports far more capital than it
receives. The only `fresh monies' involved in this scenario are provided by Latin America. Worrying
over the loss of foreign credits which are only sent back to the banks in the form of loan payments
is not worth the effort." Garcia continued by stating that his government has been aware for some
time that the banks were not interested in providing Peru with new loans. Thus, he said, we decided
that the only logical source for new domestic investment is our own economic surplus. "We are
operating on the assumption that we will not receive significant new loan monies. We make sure
that we keep more capital than is going out. "Recently, we had talks with the World Bank. The Bank
told us that if we paid out $192 million in the next 12 months, it would lend us $150 million during
the same period. This was not a good deal for us. "The same thing happened with a group of banks
who told us, `Pay back $100 million and we'll lend you $50 million.' We replied, `No thanks. You
keep your 50 and we'll pay you back when we can.'" Garcia insists that Peru has no problems in
terms of obtaining financial resources for development. "Some would say we are being dishonest
that a country such as ours requires external resources for productive investment, and that we
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are reneging on our commitments [with creditors]. However, we believe that if any dishonesty is
involved here, it derives from thinking that paying off the colossal foreign debt, and accumulating
even more debt will somehow resolve our problems. "Our attitude toward the debt is that it resulted
in the first place from the workings of an unjust system economic inequalities and exploitation in
the world context and in Peru. We are attempting to make changes on our terms within that system
by limiting debt payments or refusing to pay debts when making such payments impoverishes our
country and blocks its development." Garcia said each Latin American country at present produces
enough economic wealth to ensure that a surplus can be invested in expanding the productive
apparatus. In Peru's case, he added, we have enough productive resources to develop without
foreign credit. "Limiting the outflow of financial resources only guarantees that we can use our own
economic surplus for investment in our own development." (Basic data from PRENSA LATINA,
06/10/87)
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